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tionality, these commit protocols typically require exchange
of multiple messages, in multiple phasea, between the participating sites where the distributed transaction executed.
In addition, several log records are generated, some of which
have to be “forced”, that ia, flushed to disk immediately in a
synchronous manner. Due to these costs, commit processing
can result in a significant increase in transaction execution
times [17, 22, 25], making the choice of commit protocol an
important design decision for distributed database systems.
In light of the above discussion, it seems reasonable to
expect that the results of detailed studies of commit protocol performance would be available to assist d~tributed
database system designers in making an informed choice (as
is the c=e with, for example, distributed concurrency control
[8, 9, 10]). Surprisingly, however, most of the earlier performance studies of commit protocols (e.g., [1, 17, 20, 22])
have been limited to comparing protocols baaed on the rmmthat they
bes of messages and the number of forced-writes

Abstract
A significant body of literature is available on distributed
transaction commit protocols.
Surprisingly, however, the
relative merits of these protocols have not been studied with
impact on transaction processrespect, to their quantitative
ing ~Jerformance. In this paper, using a detailed simulation model of a distributed database system, we profile the
transaction throughput performance of a representative set
of commit protocols. A new commit protocol, OPT, that
allows transactions to “optimistically” borrow uncommitted
data in a controlled manner is also proposed and evaluated.
The new protocol is easy to implement and incorporate in
current systems, and can coexist with most other optimization proposed earlier. For example, OPT can be combined
with current industry standard protocols such aa Presumed
Commit and Presumed Abort.
The experimental results show that distributed commit
processing can have considerably more influence than d~
trilmted datu processing on the throughput performance and
tbiit the choice of commit protocol clearly affects the maglilt U(IC(d tlji~ ]nfiue]Jce. Among the protocols evaluated, the
ucw optimistic corrumt protocol provides the best transactmll throughput performance for a variety of workloads and
svst,em configurations.
In fact, OPT’s peak throughput is
often close to the upper bound on achievable performance.
(i.e., non-blocking)
Even more interestingly, a three-phase
version of OPT provides better peak throughput perfor(i.e., blocking)
mance than all of the standard two-phase
protocols evaluated in our study.
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metrics such as
mean response time or peak throughput has, however, received very little attention. This is a significant lacuna since
transaction processing performance is usually a primary concern for database system designers. Hence we investigate the
performance of commit protocols in this paper. (The results
of a performance study of commit protocols are reported in
[15], but in the context of a client-server type of DBMS
environment. The scope and methodology of their study is
also considerably different from ours as explained in [12]. In
addition, we present and evaluate a new high-performance
protocol (OPT) that is easy to implement and incorporate
in current systems.)

Introduction

Distributed database systems implement a transaction commtt protocol t,o ensure transaction atomicity. Over the last
two decades, a variety of’ commit protocols have been proposed by database researchers [5, 21]. These include the
classical two phase commit (2PC) protocol [14, 18], its vsriatmns such as presumed commit and presumed abort [17, 20],
and three phase commit (3PC) [26]. To achieve their func-

Performance Issues

From a performance perspective, commit protocols can be
compared on the following three issues:
on Normal Processing
ThE refers to the extent
to which the protocol athcts the normal (no-failure)
distributed transaction processing performance. That
is, how expensive is it to provide atomicity using this
protocol?

Effect
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Resilience
to Failures: A commit protocol is said to be
non- blocking if, in the event of a site failure, it permits
transactions that had cohorts executing at the failed

\I[t, [() rt,)llllllate at th(~operat]oual sites without waitlli~ fI~Irho fiIIIIYl slt( ro mover [21. 26]. ~~~lth hlockmg

Distributed cummzt processing can have considerably
more effect than distributed datrr processing on the
system performance.

[)1’()(()(’()1S,
Th(W)
IS a pOSSlblht~
Of trallSaCtlOXl Processing RI l]idlng to a halt m the presence of failures (as ex-

Among the commit protocols evaluated, the new OPT
protocol provided the best overall performance in our
experiments, doing considerably better than the classical protocols.1 In fact, OPT’s peak throughput performance was often close to that obtained with the
“distributed processing, centralized commit” baseline
mentioned above, which in a sense represents an upper
bound on achievable performance.

I,]mt!(,(lJUSe{rlon 2 4) Non-blocking protocols, on the
other Ilwld. are designed to ensure that such major dismptmns do not occur. To achieve their functionality,
however they usually incur additional messages and
forced-writes than their “blocking” counterparts. In
geueral, “two-phase” commit protocols are susceptible
to blocking whereas “three-phase” commit protocols
are non-blocking [6].

Due perhaps to their increased overheads, nonblocking protocols such as three-phase commit (3PC)
have not been used in real-world systems. However,
our experiments show that, under conditions where
there is sufficient contention in the system, a combination of OPT and 3PC provides better throughput performance than any of the 2PC-based standard
blocking protocols. This suggests that it would be possible for distributed database systems that are operating in high contention situations and are currently using 2PC-based protocols to switch over to OPT-3 PC,
thereby obtaining the superior performance of OPT
during normal processing and, in addition, acquiring
the highly desirable non-blocking feature of 3PC. This,
in essence, is a ‘[win-win” situation.

Speed

of Recovery:
This refers to the time required for
the database to be recovered when the failed site comes
lmck up after a crash. That is, how long does it take
Iwfort trausactlon processing can commence again in
d re{x}verlug site’?

( )t tht. threc Msues highlighted above, we believe, from
,( performance perspective, that the first two issues (effect
ou normal processing and resilience to failures) are of primax-y importance since they directly affect ongoing transaction processing. In comparison, the last issue (speed of
recovery ) appears less critical for two reasons: First, failure
durations are usually orders of magnitude larger than recovery times. Second, failures are usually rare enough that
we tio not, expect to see a difference in average performance
among the protocols because of one commit protocol having
:, f,wrer rwovery time than the other. With this viewpoint,
we hJIIlS here fm (kJf’ mechamsms required during normal
(~1)(,]
.~t1o11to l)r(}vid~ for recoverability, rather than on the
1[.(~J~(~l’Y
~~’1’()(:t!,$,~
lt,Sdf.

OPT’s design is baaed on the assumption that transactions that lend their uncommitted data will afmost
afways commit. We have found, however, that the performance of OPT is robust in that, even if transactions
abort in the commit phase (due to violation of integrity
constraints, software errors, etc. ), OPT maintains its
superior performance as long as the probability of such
aborts does not exceed Jifleen percent, a level that is
much higher than what might be expected in practice.

Contributions

In this paper, we quantitatively investigate the performance
implications of supporting distributed transaction atomicity.
Our contributions are two-fold:
2
1. Using a simulator based on a detailed closed queueing
model of a distributed database system, we compare
the throughput performance of a representative set of
l)revlousll- proposed commit, protocols for a variety of
(llstrll~llted database workloads and system configurations Both Mocking (two-phase) commit protocols,
Aud uou-l)k)ckiug (three-phase) commit protocols are
in(lu~lwi in the scope of our stud,y.

A common modelz of a distributed transaction is that there
is one process, cafled the master, which is executed at the
site where the transaction is submitted, and a set of other
processes, called cohorts, which execute on behalf of the
transaction at the various sites that are accessed by the
transaction. 3 For this model, a variety of transaction commit protocols have been devised, most of which are baaed on
the classical two phase commit (2 PC) protocol [14]. In
this section, we briefly describe the 2PC protocol and a few
populaI variations of this protocol – complete descriptions
are available in [20, 26].

To isolate and quantify the effects of supporting data
distribution and achieving transaction atomicity on
system performance, we use two baselines in the simulations. ( 1) a centralized system, and (2) a system
wherein data processing is distributed but commit processing is centralized.

2

2.1

Two Phase Commit Protocol

In this protocol, the master, after receiving a WORKDONE
message from all of its cohorts, initiates the first phase of
(to commit)
mesthe commit protocol by sending PREPARE

We
j)ropose
and
evaluate
a new commit
protocol,
titllt,d OPT,
that, in contrast to earlier commit prot(l(ols. allows transactions
to “optimistically”
borrow
{llrt\ (Il[!(c)[llrlkittf,cl) data.
Although
dirty reads are
pt,ru,]tted,
there IS uo danger of mcurriug cascading

sages in parallel to all the cohorts. Each cohort that is ready
to commit first force-writes
a prepare log record to its local

aborts [6] since the borrowing
is done in a controlled
uiauucr.
The protocol
is easy to implement
and to
Im:orlmrate in current systems. and can be integrated
witll
ulost
other
optimizations
proposed earlier.

Sali,wt observations
(’luck>:

Distributed Commit Protocols

1A suitably
modified
version
of OPT exhibited similar good performance characteristics in our recent research on commit processing

in distributed

real-ttme

database

systems

[13].

‘An alternative “peer-to-peer” model is discussed in [19, 22].
31n the most
off sub-transactions

general
case, each of the cohorts
may itself spawn
at other sites, leading
to the “tree
of processes”
R* [16] - for simplicity,
we only contransaction
structure
of System
sider a two-level tree here.

from our simulation experiments in-
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Mld

2.4

~tiIl)k, st.oragc
then sends a YES vote to the master. At
this stage, the cohort has entered a prepared state wherein it

A fundamental problem with all of the above protocols is
that cohorts may become blocked in the event of a site fail-

ramiof unilaterally commit or abort the transaction but has
to wait for the final decision from the master. On the other
h~ll(l. each cohort, that decides to abort force-writes
an abort
log record and sends a NO vote to the master. Since a NO
vote acts like a veto, the cohort is permitted to unilaterally
abort the transaction without waiting for the final decision

ure and remain blocked until the failed site recovers. For
example, if the master fails after initiating the protocol but
before conveying the decision to its cohorts, these cohorts
will become blocked and remain so until the master recovers
and informs them of the final decision. During the blocked
period, the cohorts may continue to hold system resources
such as locks on data items, making these unavailable to
other transactions,
which in turn become blocked waiting for
the resources to be relinquished,
that is, “cascading blocking” results.
It is easy to see that, if the duration of the
blocked period is significant, it may result in major disruption of transaction
processing activity.
To address the blocking problem, a three phase commit (3P C) protocol was proposed in [26]. This protocol achiev~ a non-blocking capability by inserting an extra phwe, called the “precommit ph~e”, in between the
two phases of the 2PC protocol. In the precommit phase,
a preliminary decision is reached regarding the fate of the
transaction. The information made available to the participanting sites as a result of this preliminary decision allows
a global decision to be made despite a subsequent failure of
the master. Note, however, that the price of gaining nonblocking functionality is an increase in the communication
overheads since there is an extra round of message exchange
between the master and the cohorts. In addition, both the
master and the cohorts have to force-write additional log
records in the precommit phase.

from the master.
.After the master receives the votes from all the cohorts,
lt iuitiates the second phase of the protocol. If all the votes
.W(SYES. it. moves to a committing state by force-writing a
c07n,mtt

log

record

and

sending

COMMITmessages to all the

Each cohort after receiving a COMMIT message
U](WW to the committing state, force-writes a commit log

cohorts.

wc(wd, and sends an ACK message to the master.
If the master receives even one NO vote, it moves to the

aborting state by force-writing an abort log record and sends

ABORT messages to those cohorts that are in the prepared
state. These cohorts, after receiving the ABORT message,
move to the aborttng state, force-write an abort log record
and send an ACK message to the master.
Fimdly, the master, after receiving acknowledgements
from all the prepared cohorts, writes an end log record and
then “forgets” the transaction.

2.2

Presumed Abort

.4 vwiant of the 2PC protocol, called presumed
abort
(PA ) [20], tries to reduce the message and logging overheads
by requiring all participants to follow – at failure recovery
time – an “in c=e of doubt, abort” rule. That is, if after
coming up from a failure a site queries the master about
the final outcome of a transaction and finds no information
available with the master, the transaction is (correctly) assumed to have been aborted. With this assumption, it is
not necessary for cohorts to (a) send acknowledgments for

2.5

Other Protocols

The above-mentioned protocols are well-established and
have received the most attention in the literature – we therefore concentrate on them in our study. It should be noted,
however, that a variety of other protocols have also been proposed. These include linear 2PC [14], distrduted 2PC [21],
Unsolicited Vote (UV) [27], Early Prepare (EP) and Coordinator Log (CL) [23, 24] protocols. Very recently, the Implicit
Yes Vote (IYV) protocol [1] and the two-phase abort (2PA)
protocol [4] have been proposed for distributed database systems that are expected to be connected by extremely high
speed networks.

ABORT messages from

the master, and (b) force-write the
dxwt record to the log. It is also not necessary for the maat,w tofhrce-writ,e the abort log record or to write an end log
I (word fi.fter abort
h) short. the P.4 protocol behaves identically to 2PC for
(:ommlr.tiug transactions,
but has reduced message and logging overhea&s for aborted transactions.

2.3

Three Phase Commit

Presumed Commit

3

.4 variation of the presumed abort protocol is based on
the observation that, in general, the number of committ,rd transactions is much more than the number of aborted
transactions. In this variation, called presumed
commit
trans(PC) [20], the overheads are reduced for committing

Optimistic Commit Processing

In all of the protocols described in the previous section, a
cohort that reaches the PREPARED
state can release all of
its read locks. However, it has to retain all its update locks
until it receives the global decision from the master – this
retention is fundamentally necessary to maintain atomicity.
More importantly, the loclr retention interval is not bounded
since the time duration that a cohort is in the PREPARED
state can be arbitrarily long (for example, due to network
delays). If the retention period is large, it may have a significant negative effect on performance since other transactions
that wish to access this (prepared) data are forced to block
until the commit processing is over. It is important to note
that this data blocking is orthogonal to the decision blocking
(because of failures) thatwas discussed in Section 2.4. That
is, in all the commit protocols, including 3PC, transactions
can be atTected by prepared data blocking. Moreover, such
data blocking occurs during normal processing whereas decision blocking only occurs during failure situations.

i~(.tious, riither than aborted transactions, by requiring all
I)itrtifil}ants to follow
at failure recovery time – an “in case
01”(loubt,, couuult’”
rule.
IU this scheme, cohorts do not send
iL[.klLflw’ledgl)le~lts
for the commit global decision, and do not

I(me-wnt,~ the commit log record. In addition, the master
rhws tiot write an end log record. However, the master is required to force-write a collecting log record before initiating
the two-phase protocol, This log record contains the names
of all the cohorts involved in executing that transaction.
The above optimizations
of 2PC have been implemented
in ii number of database products
and PA is, in fact, now
part of the 1S0-0S1
and X/OPEN
distributed
transaction
processing standards [19, 22].
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“r{, ,IIIcI]I,>,+ II],, abovf Issue of (prepared) data blocking,
~v{,Iiav(, {Iewgned a new version of the 2PC protocol, in which
i ) ,ilisaf.rlo]Is requ(:sting data items held by other transactions in the prepared state are allowed to access this data,
That 1s. prepared cohorts lend uncommitted
data to conrurrentl,v executing transactions.
Given such lending, two
sit,uations may arise:

short, the abort chain is bounded and is of length one
(of course, if an aborting lender has lent to multiple
borrowers, then all of them will be aborted, but the
length of each abort chain is limited to one).

3.2

Integrating Prior 2PC Optimizations

with OPT

Apart from the optimistic data access described above, the
following features can also be included in the OPT protocol:

Lender Receives Decision First :
Here, the lending cohort receives its global decision betore the borrowing cohort has completed its local exe
cution. If the global decision is to commit, the Iendlng
cohort, completes its processing in the normal fashion.
If the global decision is to abort, the lender is aborted
in the normal fashion; in addition, the borrower is also
aborted since it has utilized inconsistent data.

Presumed
Abort/Commit
: The optimizations of Prssumed Commit or Presumed Abort discussed earfier
for 2PC can also be used in conjunction with OPT
to reduce the protocol overheads. We consider both
options in our experiments.
OPT : Our description of OPT above assumed a 2PC protocol as the basis. However, the OPT
approach can be applied directly to the 3PC protocol
as well. We evaluate the performance of this protocol
afso in our experiments.

Nonblocking

Borrower Completes
Execution
First :
Here, the borrowing cohort completes its execution before the lending cohort has received its global decision.
The borrower is now “put on the shelf”, that is, it is
made to wait and not allowed to send a WORKDONE
message to its master. This means that the borrower is
not allowed to initiate the processing that could eventuaf]y lead to its reaching the prepared state. Instead,
it has to wait until the lender receives its global decision. If the lender commits, the borrower is “taken off
the shelf” and allowed to send its WORK DONE message. However, if the lender aborts, the borrower is
also aborted immediately
since it has utilized
inconsistent

Other

Optimization
: Apazt from PA and PC, a variety
of other optimizations have been proposed for the 2PC
protocol. A comprehensive description and amdysis of
such optimizations is presented in [22]. Among these,
the optimizations we have examined are Read-Only
(one phase commit for read-only transactions), Unsolicited Vote (cohorts enter prepared state and vote
yes without waiting for a prepare request from coordinator), Long Locks (cohorts piggyback their commit
acknowledgments onto subsequent messages), Shared
Logs (cohorts share a common log with the master),
Group Commit (forced writes axe batched together to
save on disk 1/0), and linear 2PC [14] (message overheads are reduced by ordering the sites in a linear chain
for communication purposes).

data.

In summary,
the protocol
aflows transactions
to access uncommitted
data held by prepared
transactions
in the “optimistic”
belief that this data will eventually be committed.
WC will hereafter refer to this protocol as OPT.
3.1

Aborts in OPT

OPT is especially attractive to integrate with protocols

do not Cascade

such as 3PC, Group Commit and linear 2PC, since
they extend the period during which data is held in the
prepared state. However, when combined with protocols such as Unsolicited Vote and ZYV – which do not
guarantee that a cohort which has unilaterally entered
the prepared state will not be forced back later into
an active state – OPT can lead to cascading aborts,
long “on-the-shelf’’ -times for borrowers, deadlocks involving the lender and the borrower, etc. [12]. Barring
these exceptions, virtually afl of the above optimization can be integrated with an OPT implementation
to produce enhanced performance.

Arr important point to note here is that OPT’s policy of
using uncommitted
data is generally not recommended in
databaqe systems since this can potentially lead to the wellkuown problem of cascading aborts [6] if the transaction
whose dirty data has been accessed is later aborted. Howevvr. for the OPT protocol, this problem is alleviated due
to two Xea$%ons
:
1. The Iendlng transaction is typically expected to com-

mit because (a) the lending cohort is in prepared state
and cannot be aborted due to local data conflicts, and
(b) the sibling cohorts are afso expected to eventually
vote to commit since they have survived all their data
conflicts that occurred prior to the initiation of the
commit protocol. In fact, if we assume that a lockingbased concurrency control mechanism such as 2PL [11]
is used, it is easy to verify that there is no possibility of
sibling cohorts aborting, during the commit processing
pcriocl, due to serializability considerations. Therefore. an abort, vote can arise only due to other reasons
such as, violation of integrity constraints, software errors, system failure, etc. We will hereafter use the term
“surprise” aborts to refer to this type of aborts.

3.3

System Integration

We now comment on the implementation issues related to
the OPT protocol:
1. The lock manager at each site must be modified to
permit borrowing of data held by prepared cohorts.
2. The lock manager must keep track of the cohorts that
have borrowed prepared data so that, if the lender
aborts, the borrowers can also be aborted.

2. Even if the lending transaction does eventually abort,

3. For a borrower cohort that finishes execution before
its lenders have received their global decision, the locaf transaction manager must not send a WORKDONE

it only results in the abort of the immediate borrower
and does not cascade beyond this point (since the borrower is not in the prepared state – the only situw
tion m which urrcommitted data can be accessed). In

message until the fate of its lenders is determined.
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The almve modifications do not appear difficult to in(o1 j)olaf,(> in current, database system software.
Moreover,
;L~shown later in our experiments, the performance benefits
that (:an be derived from these changes suggest that it is
worthwhile to make the effort of implementing them.
4

Table

NumSites
DBSize
MPL
TransType
DistDegree
CohortSize
UpdateProb
NumCPUs
NumDataDisks
NumLogDwks
PageCPU
PageDisk
MsgCPU

Simulation Model

To evaluat~

the performance

of the various

commit

protocols

described in the previous sections, we developed a detailed
simulatm lxwerl on a closed queueing model of a distributed
(latalmw system. Our simulation model is similar to the one
IISIS(l LII [8] t,() stucly distributed concurrency control protocols. A summary- of the key model parameters is given in
Table

1.

1: Simulation

Model

Parameters

Number of sites in the database
Number of pages in the database
Transaction multiprogramming
level / site
Thnsaction
Type (Sequential or Parallel)
Degree of Distribution
(number of cohorts)
Avera~e cohort size (in Datres)

Page ~pdate probab~lit~ - ‘
Number of processors per site
Number of data disks per site
Number of log disks per site
CPU page processing time
Disk page access time
Message send / receive time

The database is modeled as a collection of DBSaze pages
that are uniformly
distributed
across all the NumSzles
sites.

At each site, the transaction multiprogramming level is specified by the MPL parameter.
Each transaction in the

mesaaltes to initiate each of its cohorts at the remote pm.
ticipa~ng sites. lhnaactions
in a distributed system ‘can
execute in either sequential or parallel fashion. The d~tinction is that cohorts in a sequential transaction execute one
after another, whereas cohorts in a parallel transaction are
started together and execute independently until commit
time. We consider both types of transactions in our study.
Each cohort makes a series of read and update accesses.
A read access involves a concurrency control request to obtain access permission, followed by a disk 1/0 to read the
page, followed by a period of CPU usage for processing the
page. Update requests are handled similarly except for their
disk 1/0 - the writing of the data pages takes place asynchronously after the transaction has committed. We assume
sufficient buffer space to allow the ret ention of dat a updates
until commit time. The commit protocol is initiated when
the transaction has completed its data processing.

workload has the “single master – multiple cohort” structure described in Section 2. The number of sites at which
each transaction executes is specified by the DistDegree
parameter.
where the

The master and one cohort reside at the site
transaction
is submitted
whereas
the remaining
Dt.stDe~grrw – 1 cohorts are set up at different sites chosen
at random from the remaming NurnSites – 1 sites. At each

Ii thv execution sites. the number of pages accessed by the
tra]waction>s cohort varies uniformly between 0.5 and 1.5
times Cohort Size. Thesse pages are chosen randomly from
among the database pages located at that site. A page that
is read is updated with probability Up&zteProb. A transaction that is aborted is restarted after a delay and makes the
same data accesses as its original incarnation. The length of
the delay is equal to the average transaction response time
this is the same heuristic as that used in most transaction
uliiuirgement studies [3, 8, 9, 10]. After a transaction completes, a new one is submitted immediately at its originating

4.2

Concurrency Control

sit,e

For transaction concurrency control (CC), we use the distributed strict two-phase locking (2PL) protocol [6]. Transactions, through their cohorts, set read locks on pages that
they read and update locks on pages that need to be updated. All locks are held until the receipt of the PREPARE
message from the master. Subsequently, the cohort releases
all its read locks but retains its update locks until it receives
and implements the global decision from the master. For
the new protocol, OPT, however, the lock manager at each
site is modified to permit borrowing of updated data items
held by prepared transactions.
With respect to deadlocks, in our simulation implementation, both global and local deadlock detection is immediate, that is, a deadlock is detected as soon as a lock conflict
occurs and a cycle is formed. The youngest transaction in
the cycle is restarted to resolve the deadlock. We do not explicitly model the overheads for detecting deadlocks or for
concurrency control since (a) these costs would be similar
across all the commit protocols, and (b) they are usually
negligible compared to the overall cost of accessing data [8].
Another point to note here is that, as mentioned in Section 3.1, with this CC mechanism, there is no possibility of
serializability-induced aborts occurring in the commit processing stage.

The pll,vsiral resources at each site consist of NumCPUs
.K 11.t}J.DIJ.tfl,Di,sk.s data disks, and NumLogDisks
log {Iisks. The data disks store the data pages while the log
dwks store the transaction log records. There is a single
common queue for the processors whereas each of the disks
has Its own queue. All queues are processed in an FCFS
order except that message processing is given higher priority than data processing at the CPUS. The PageCPU
and
lm,ctwjr~,

Po,geDisk
parameters capture the CPU and disk processing
tunes per data page, respectively. For simplicity, we assume
t,hitt all data is accessed from disk and buffer pool considerat,ious are therefore ignored,
T}w communication
network is simply modeled as a
switch that routes messages since we assume a local area

network that, has high bandwidth. However, the CPU overheads of message transfer, given by the MsgCPU
param(11.c1.ar(, taken mm account at both the sending and the
reunwug sites. This means that there are two classes of
CPU requests - local data processing requests and message
processing requests, and as noted above, message processing
is given higher priority than data processing.
4.1

Transaction Execution

\Ll(II1 a transaction is initiated, it is assigned the set of sites
where It, lm to execute and the data pages that it has to
au MS at ea<.h of these sites. The master is then started
up ;It the <mgiuirt,ingsite. forks off a local cohort and sends
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4.3

Logging

Tab]c 2 Ba.sehne Parameter Settings

\\”It 11IIR,ll (l ! [, I,)XX]IIX t ,)sts. IV(I(,x})licitly IIifj(iel only j~mced
I(,s ,VIIrf. s]])((I II,[v ,ire (ione s~,uchro]lously
and suspend
t 1,IIIM{t 1o11 t)l)trt)t i(ju uutil their tomplrtion
The cost, of
(,!1(11 t(ll( (,(1 log \vIltf, h t h{, same as the (ost of wrltmg a
(I<lril ])<i~(, to tile (Ilsli

m
5

Experiments and Results

L wng tl)[’
(bstril)uted
database
model described in the prei wus ~(~(tlo]l. ~vc colldurxed an extcmslve set of’ simulation
(xl)i,rlultvlts comlkrriug the performance of the various com[Illf l)](]t(w(~l.~ IJrescntcd In Sermons 2 and 3. Due to space
lIIIIIt
,itl~)lih,
JV(,
tbscuss only a representative set of results
detads are available in [12].
111,11 the complete
Tilt l)rltllary performance metric of our experiments 1s
tl~i,~l,s~),~tzw~
thro!~ghput. that is, the rate at which the systtn~)colnpietes t,rausactions.~ We also emphasize the peak

settings were chosen to ensure significant levels of both resource contention (RC) and data contention (DC) in the
system, thus helping to bring out the performance
differences between the various commit protocols.
In this experiment, each transaction executes in a parallel
fashion at three sites, accessing and updating an average of
six pages at each site. Each site has a single CPU, two data
disks and one log disk. The CPU and disk processing times
are such that the system operates in an I/O-bound region.
However, since it is not heavily I/O-bound, it is possible for
message-related CPU costs to shift the system into a region
of CPU-bound operation – this occurs, for example, in Experiment 4 where a higher degree of transaction distribution,
and consequently more network activity, is modeled.
For this experiment, Figure la presents the transaction
throughput results as a function of the per-site multiprogramming level. We first observe here that for all the protocols, the throughput initially increases as the MPL is increased, and then it decreases. The initial increase is due to
the fact that better performance is obtained when a site’s
CPUS and disks are utilized in parallel. As the multiprogramming level is increased beyond a certain level, however,
the system starts thrashing due to data contention, resulting
in degraded transaction throughput.
Comparing the relative performance of the protocols in
Figure la, we observe that the centralized system (CENT)
performs the best, as expected, and that the performance of
distributed processing/centralized commit (DPCC) is very
close to that of CENT. In contrast, there is a noticeable difference between the performance of these baseline systems
and the performance of the classical commit protocols (2PC,
PA, PC, 3PC) throughout the loading range. This demoncan have constrates that distributed commit processing

t ht oughput that is achievable by each protocol since this
rel)resents the maximum attainable performance and by usl]lg ii suitabk> fidmisslon control poiicy (for example, Half,iil(l-Half [7] ). the throughput can be maintained at this level
IN lli~ll-!)(~rfc)lxllallfe hvstems Al] the throughput graphs of
[ 11)~I)>l])til >IL{)Iv mean values that have relative half-widths
,Iljolit tllf, m(wu of less than 10 percent at the 90 percent
[ t~llh{lt,u{ ~Jlevel, with each experiment, having been run un-

tII at least N) O(I()
transwt wns were processed by the system.
( )Iil\ st:!twtrcallv significant differences are discussed here.
5.1

Comparative Protocols

‘~1~ 11(41
I, is(,iatc AU(1 uriderstalld the effects of distribution
(m
throughpllt performance, and to serve as
,i)ttl itt(}l~il[]t)
., lMW fm colu~)arison. we have also simulated the perforIll?lllt’(,IXIIMVKUof two additional scenarios:
Centralized
System :
IN thls weuario. hereafter referred to as CENT, a cenf~a/ued dat,almw s,ysternthat is equivalent (in terms of
(latabase SJWand physical resources) to the distributed
(1,1t,ill)ii~{, svst (~m IS modeled. Messages are obviously
u[)t rr(luwed here and commit processing only requires
foru,-writing a sm,qle decision log record. Modeling
t,ius s(:euario helps to isolate the overall effect of distrll)llt,ioll on throughput

siderably
more effect (difference
between
the performance
of DPCC
and 2PC) than distributed
data processing
(difference between
the performance
of CENT and DPCC)
on
the throughput
performance,
as will be seen in our other
experiments
as well.
Moving on to the relative performance
of 2PC and 3PC,
we observe that there is a clear difference
in their performance.
The difference
arises from the additional
message
and logging overheads
involved in 3PC, which are shown in

Distributed
Processing,
Centralized
Commit
:
hereafter referred to as DPCC, data
In this S(I,IIMKJ,
[Jwssing IS ~’xecutwl in the normal distributed fashNm. tbat w. luvolving messages. The commit processln~. b(nvel,t~r.is like that, of a centralized system, re(l~imug [)uIYthe force-writing of the decision log record
Al rll( uiastt,) \l”hlk’ Lhis svstem is clearly artificial,
IiII)Il(,l
Iug
lt lidps
to Isolate the effect of distributed
commlt proresslng on throughput (as opposed to the
( [,ntIaiuwl sccuarlo wluch eliminates the entire effect
(If clwtlibute(l l)rocesslng)

1)1

5.2

Experiment

1: Resource

Table ~-(fo~ committing transactions).

Table 3: Protocol Overheads (DistDegree = 3)
Protocol

and Data Contention

2PC
PA
Pc
3PC

TII(I wtt]l]~s of the workload parameters and system param{,tr[,. [or 0111first experiment, are listed in Table 2. These
!>)!]( (, NW are using a closed que.ueing model, the inverse rela1,<),,.1)11>
I>,,t
wvc IL tllroup.llp,~t
aIId
response time (as per Little’s
Law)
,,!,115,.
,,JI
1,,.
r ,i.,{tl,<irbht
prrfun]lance ]netric.
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haves almost identically to 2PC since there are few opportunities for borrowing. At higher MPLs, however, OPT’s
performance is substantially better than that of 2PC. In
fact, OPT’s peak throughput is close to that of DPCC. An
interesting observation here is that 2PC, DPCC and CENT
all achieve their peak throughput at an MPL of 4, while
for OPT, the corresponding MPL value is 5. This is explained by considering Figure 2b, which shows the transaction block ratio, where we see that this ratio is significantly
lower for OPT than the other protocols for the same multiprogramming level due to the elimination of blocking for
prepared data. Thus for a given data contention level, OPT
allows more concurrency in the system than standard protocols. Finally, Figure 2C presents the transaction borrow
ratio, again showing that borrowing incre~
almost linearly
with MPL.
In summary, this experiment indicates that under high
data contention, OPT’s performance can be substantially
superior to that of the standard protocols.

S}l]ftill~
OUI tocu.
t{, PC. we observe that it performs
f(,rf >Illiilirrll. t{) 2PC. Tlus M because of the following reawns. First, whilv PC saves on the forced writes and acknowlwlgtwnents at each cohort, it incurs an additional collecting

f(med write at the master. Second, the forced writes that
PC saves were done in parallel at the cohorts by 2PC. Therefore, even though PC saves considerably on the overheads it
fails to appreciably reduce the ovemll response time of the
transaction. Thus the gain in throughput for PC over 2PC
is not, significant,,
There is no possibility of serializability-induced
aborts in
tht, (r)trlmit Ihse.
as mentioned earlier in Section 4.2, due
t~j lismg fiistrilmtecl strict 2PL as the CC mechanism. In the
;IIMIUCV of anv other source of aborts, as in this experiment,

P.% reduces to 2PC and performs ufentically. We will theretorw defer further discussion of the performance of PA until
Experiment 6 where we model surprise transaction aborts
in the commit, phase.
Finallv, turning our attention to the new protocol, OPT,
wc observe that its performance is either the same or betr,r:rthau that of atl the standard algorithms over the full
range of MPL. At low MPLs, when there is less data cont,eution, and consequently little opportunity for borrowing,
OPT is virtually identical to 2PC and therefore performs at
the same level. At, higher MPLs, however, the performance
of OPT is superior to that of 2PC, and in fact, becomes
close to that. of DPCC. The reason for this is that in OPT,
the cohorts in the PREPARED
state do not contribute to
ttl(, datir mmt,ention thus reducing the number of blocked
transactions. This is seen in Figure lb, which shows the
transaction “block ratio”, that is, the average fraction of
transactions that are in the blocked state. Finally, in Figure
lc, we graph the “borrow ratio” for OPT, that is, the average number of data items (pages) borrowed per transaction.
This graph clearly shows that borrowing comes into the picfor
t.rue at higher MPLs, resulting in improved performance

5.4

OPT

5.3

Experiment 3: Fast Network Interface

In the previous experiments, the cost for sending and receiving messages modeled a system with a relatively slow
network interface (MsgCpu
= 5 ms). We conducted another experiment wherein the network interface was faster
by a factor of five, that is, MsgCpu = 1 ms. The experiment was conducted for both resource-cum-data contention
(RC+DC) and pure data contention (DC) scenazios.5 For
brevity, we only dwuss the results of this experiment here the graphs are available in [12]: First, the performance of all
the protocols becomes closer to that of CENT as compared
to the previous experiments, and in fact, DPCC and CENT
are virtually indistinguishable. This improved behavior of
the protocols is only to be expected since low message costs
effectively eliminate the effect of a significant fraction of the
overheads involved in each protocol. Under pure DC, however, the remaining overheads of forced-writes are significant enough to point out clear dfierences between the performances of DPCC and 2PC and those of 2PC and 3PC.
Second, OPT’s peak throughput performance is again close
to that of DPCC in both the RC+DC and pure DC cases.
This experiment shows that adopting the OPT principle
can be of value even with very high-speed network interfaces because faster message processing does not necessarily
eliminate the data contention bottleneck.

Experiment 2: Pure Data Contention

The goal of our next experiment was to isolate the influence
(J data contention (DC) on the performance of the com]mt protocols. For this experiment, the physical resources
(CPUS and disks) were made “infinite”, that is, there is no
qoeueing for these resources [3]. The other parameter values are the same as those used in Experiment 1. The results
U{ this experiment. are shown in Figures 2a through 2c. In
thew figures, as in the previous experiment, CENT shows
the best performance and the performance of DPCC is close
to that of CENT. The performance of the standard protocols
relat,ive to the baselines is, however, markedly worse than
before. This is because in Experiment 1, the considerable
difference in overheads between CENT and 2PC was largely
so bmerged due to the resource and data contention in the
s,vstem having a predominant effect on transaction response
tIIues. In the current experiment, however, where throughpu c is limited only by data contention, although transaction

5.5

Experiment 4: Higher Degree of Distribution

In the experiments described so far, each transaction executed on three sites. To investigate the impact of having
a higher degree of distribution, we performed an experiment wherein each transaction executed on siz sites. The
CohortSize in this experiment was reduced from 6 pages
to 3 pages in order to keep the average transaction length
equal to that of the previous experiments. For this environment, the overheads of the protocols are shown in Table 4
(for committing transactions).
For this experiment, Figures 3a and 3b present the transaction throughput results under RC+DC and under pure
DC, respectively. In Figure 3a, we observe that the performance of the baselines, CENT and DPCC, is virtually indistinguishable atthough the message processing overheads

response times are typically smaller than under RC+DC,
the
(:ommit phase here occupies a bigger proportion of the overall transaction response time and therefore the overheads of
2PC are felt to a greater extent.
Similarly, 3PC performs
significantly worse than 2PC due to its considerable extra
overheads. Finally, the performance of PC remains similar
tt} t,lliit of 2PC, for the same reasons as those given in the

‘The

previous experiment,
~40vilIg on to OPT, we observe that at low MPLs, it be-

default

settings
for the RC+DC
and pure DC
as well as in the following experiments,
used in Expt, 1 and Expt. 2, respectively.

parameter

scenarios in this experiment,
are the same as those
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slgllitica.ntly
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n

2PC m Figure 3b. The performance
of OPT continues to
be superior to 2PC, but in contrast to what was seen in
Figure 3a, we now observe that the performance
of OPTPC is no better than that of OPT at low MPLs and slightly
worse at higher MPLs,
This is because the effect of OPTPC is to increase the length of the execution phase of the
collecting
forced write) and at
transaction
(by introducing
the same time to reduce the commit phase length (by saving
on forced writes at cohorts),
thus decreasing the commitexecution ratio and diminishing the utility of the optimistic
feature.

= 6)

Commit
Forced-Writes
Messages
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13
20
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20
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1
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more.

5.6

The reason for this is that

is based

on 2PC,

performed

significantly

better

than

the

standard protocols.
This motivated us to evaluate the effect
of incorporating
the same optimizations
in the 3PC
protocol.
We refer to this protocol
as OPT-3PC
and for this
experiment,
Figures 4a and 4b present the throughput
results under RC+DC
and pure DC, respectively,
In Figure
4a we observe that the performance
of OPT-3PC
is similar to that of 3PC at lower MPLs.
However,
at higher
MPLs, OPT-3PC
not only performs better than 3PC, but
also achieves a peak throughput
that is comparable
to that
of 2PC. These observations
show up more vividly in Figure 4b, where the peak throughput
of OPT-3PC
actually
significantly
surpasses that of 2PC.
An important
point to note here is that the optimistic
feature has potentially more impact in the 3PC context than
in the 2PC context.
This is because the length of the prepared state is significantly
longer in 3PC (due to the extra
phase), thereby increasing the benefits of borrowing.
In summary, these results indicate that by using the OPT
approach, we can simultaneously
obtain both the highly de-

sirable non-blocking functionality
and better peak throughput performance than the classical blocking protocols. This,
in essence, is a “win-win” situation.

marginal]v better than that of 2PC. This is due to two factors
(i) the CPU-bound
nature of the workload,
and (ii)
message processing
has higher priority over data processing. As a result of these factors, the increase in execution
ph:ise length is much larger than the increase in commit
ljhdst leugth. rwulting in a smaller “commit-execution
ratio’
Siuce OPT’S mlpact is felt only during the commit
I)llasv rhr d(wea.w in this ratio causes reduced performance
iml]rwvement as (ompared
to Experiment
1. These results
may seem to suggest that OPT may not be the best approach for workloads of the type considered
in this experNote, however, that we can now bring into play
iment
the ability of OPT to “peacefully and usefully coexist” with
other optimlzations
by combining OPT and PC to form an

5.7

Experiment 6: Surprise Aborts

In all of the experiments
discussed earlier, there was no potential for serializability-induced
aborts in the commit processing stage, as explained in Section 4.2. It is for this reason
that no difference was possible in the relative performance
of PA and 2PC. In practice, however, aborts may arise in
the commit phase due to other reasons such aa violation
of integrity constraints,
software errors, system failure, etc.
We therefore conducted an experiment where such “surprise
abort” situations were modeled and evaluated their impact
on protocol performance.
The important point to note here
is that these situations
me fundamentally
biased against
OPT since its underlying assumption
that transactions
will
usually commit may not hold under surprise aborts,
In this experiment,
each cohort, on receiving the PREPARE message from the master, instead of always voting
YES, randomly
votes NO with a certain probability.
We
consider three different cases, where the probability
of a
cohort aborting
arbitrarily
is 1 percent, 5 percent and 10
percent, respectively.
Since each transaction
is composed
of three cohorts, these cohort abort probabilities
translate
to overall transaction abort probabilities
of approximately
3

OPT-PC
protocol
The performance of this protocol is also
>Iunvu ill Figurr 3a. wherein it provides the best overall perkmlka~ice (iue to deriving the benefits of both the OPT and
PC (Jljt,irllizat,i{)l]s,
[ ‘IJ,I(IL l,uM, [Iata mmteution (Figure 3b), note that the
l>~]l{>r]litili((~(Iifferellce between CENT and DPCC is more
,1.>( ()IIilJ.Ir[xt to (~arlier expernnents.
This is because the av(,r.lge rrir]lsa(t,iou resl)onse time is reduced due to the height(:LWL1de~ree of dlsrrihutlon.
As a result, message delays now
term a sigmficant
fraction of the response time.
We also
observe m Figure 3b that the difference between the performance of DPCC and that of 2PC is now very large (the peak
t Iwoughput of DPCC is more than twice that of 2PC). This

that distributed

OPT

In the previous experiments, we observed that OPT, which

well W]tb rhese additional overheads, the CPLI is still not
t.h(, bottleneck for DPCC, resulting in its performance
being
slmllar to that, of CENT (as in Experiment
1).
For the standard protocols,
however, the increase in the
uiessage overheads 1s sufficiently
large (Table 4) that the
svwem now operates in a heavily CPU- bormd region.
As
a result,. the performance
differences between the baselines
and these protocols are visibly more than those seen for the
limited distribution
workload of Experiment
1 (Figure la).
.%11interesting feature of Figure 3a is that, for the first
tl]jlr. WIJohserwe a significant difference between the performam(, of PC and that of 2PC. In fact, PC exhibits better
INtf{,t llialt((, thau ‘2PC across tile entire MPL range. The
I{WWJ]l tot t his lwhavi{]r is the heavily CPLT-bound nature of
rh{, Nwrklo
A
hl t.lm euvuwnment,
PC’s reduced overheads
result m its performing better than 2PC. This is further confiruwd m the results of Figure 3b, where in the absence of
resource contention,
PC again performs almost identically
to 2PC
Turning our attention
to OPT,
we observe that un(Ieu 13C+DC (Figure 3a), the performance
of OPT is only

aKal u <:learlv demonstrates

Experiment 5: Non-Blocking

percent, 15 percent and 27 percent, respectively.
Note that
the latter two cases model abort probabilities
that appear
artificially high as compared to what might be expected in
practice.
Modeling these high abort levels, however, helped
us determine the extent to which OPT was robust,

commit process-

ing (an affect performance

to a significantly
greater degree
tl~au distributed
data processing,
.+s mentioned earlier, PC performs almost the same as
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tial transactions as compared to their parallel counterparts.
The length of the commit ph=e, however, is the same for

‘I-ht L[,su]ts of this expemuent
under RC+DC
and under
I,UI(I D(’ art’ prx’sented in Figures Sa and 5b, respectively.
\\’, t,IM,IV(I here that OPT’S peak throughput performance
1> l(}lul)aral~le t,(Jthat of 2PC even when 15 percent of the

both types of transactions. Hence, the commit-execution
ratio is significantly smaller in the cme of sequential transactions (this effect was confirmed by measuring these values
resulting in OPT having lesser impact
in our experiments),

trans;tctions are aborting and it is only when the abort level
IS IU excess of this value that we begin to see an appreciable
At these high abort levels, the
ddferwnce m performance.
crptmnism of borrowing transactions proves to be misplaced
wnce they are often aborted due to the abort of their lenders.

on the throughput.
6

We also observe in these figures that, in spite of having
a Iargc traction of aborts, PA which is designed to do well in
the abort case, shows only marginal improvement over 2PC.
This is hm:ause although PA saves on the forced writes and
are small in comparison
, these savings
,14:kIi(l\vleclgeIIlellt,s

In this paper, we have quantitatively investigated the perforrmmce implications of supporting distributed transaction
atomicity.
Using a detailed simulation model of a distributed database system, we evaluated the throughput performance of a variety of standard commit protocols, including 2PC, PA, PC and 3PC, apart from two baseline protocols, CENT and DPCC. We also developed and evaluated a
new commit protocol, OPT, that was designed specifically
to reduce the blocking arising out of locks held on prepared
data. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first quantitative results on commit processing in a fully-distributed
DBMS with respect to end-user performance metrics.
Our experiments demonstrated the following:

t.c, t IW tohd overhtirts of commit processing.
For example,
IN the 27 perx:ent tra.nsactlon abort probability
case, 2PC
int.([rs alxnlt. 8.8 fbrced writes and 2.5 acknowledgements

Iwr conunitted transaction, whereas the corresponding valWhen the system is
ue> tor P.% axe 7.7 and 2, respectively.
not, heavily resource-bouud,
these savings do not affect the
ttm mghput performance significantly. To investigate this
thrther. we conducted the same experiment with a higher
degree of distribution (DistDegree = 6), which results in a
heavily CPU-bound environment, as in Experiment 4. In
this situation, we found that the savings by PA were sufficient to make it perform clearly better than 2PC.
The iu~portaut point to note here is that OPT can also
der]ve these performance benefits of PA by combining with
it w form OPT-PA – the performance of this combined alg(withm is also presented in Figures 5a and 5b and shows
the expected outcome.
Another interesting feature in Figures 5a and 5b is that,

1. Distributed commit processing can have considerably
more effect than dktributed data processing on the
system performance. This highlights the need for developing high-performance commit protocols.
2. The PA and PC variants of 2PC, which reduce protocol overheads, have been incorporated in a number
of database products and transaction processing standards. In our experiments, however, we found that
these protocols provide tangible benefits over 2PC only
in a few restricted situations. PC performed well only
when the degree of distribution was high – in current
applications, however, the degree of distribution is trsuafly quite low [22]. PA, on the other hand, performed
only marginally better than 2PC even when the probability of surprise aborts was close to thirty percent –
in practice, surprise aborts occur only occasionally.

ilt high MPLs,
the performance of the OPT and 2Pc proto( :ols in as ystem wit h higher probability y of surprise aborts is
better than their performrurce in a system with lower probability of aborts, that is, there is a perfownance crossover.
The reasson for the crossover is the following: In our model,
a.~ Iu t!ar] ier transaction
management
studies (for example, [3]), aborted transactions are delayed before restarting
with the delay period being equal to the average response
trmc. This delay effectively becomes a crude way of control-

We caution the reader here that the above conclusion
is limited to the completely update transaction workloads considered here - PA and PC have additionat
optimizations for fully or partially read-only transactions [20] that may have a significant impact in workloads having a large fraction of these kinds of transactions.

I]ng the dat,ircontention in the system. At high MPLs, this
results in the system with higher transaction abort probaljillti~!s having less data contention than the system with
lower transaction abort probabilities and therefore performing bet ttw, resu Iting in the crossover. Note, however, that
the peak throughput is significantly smaller for the system
with higher’ transaction abort probabilities than the one with
lower abort probabilities.

5.8

3. Use of the new protocol, OPT, either by itself, or in
conjunction with other standard optimizations, leads
to significantly improved performance over the standard algorithms for all the workloads and system configurations considered in this paper. Its good performance is attained primarily due to its reduction of the
blocking arising out of locks held on prepared data.
A feature of the OPT protocol design is that it limits
the abort chain to one, thereby preventing cascading
aborts. This is achieved by allowing only prepared
transactions to lend their data and ensuring that borrowers cannot enter the prepared state until their borrowing is terminated.

Other Experiments

We conducted several other experiments to explore various
r~gions of the workload space. These included workloads
with sequential
small database

transactions,

reduced

update

Conclusions

probabilities,

sizes, etc. The relative performance of the
protocols in these additional experiments remained qualitatively
similar
to that seen in the experiments described

hrre (see [12] for detaila), with the performance
improvement delivered bv OPT being dependent on the level of data

{:ontencion in the system.
One interesting feature that we noticed

in the sequential
transaction
experiments
is that the performance
differences
between the protocols
decreased as compared to carrying
{Iii! t,ht,same (!xprriment, with parallel transactions. This is
b(!c;mse the length of’ the execution phase is more for sequen-

The power of the optimistic access feature is substarrtial enough that OPT’s throughput performance was
often close to that obtained with the DPCC baseline,
which represents au upper bound on achievable performance.
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